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SUMMARY:
An annual Sacramento City/County Bicycle Advisory Committee (BAC) status report is
required by the 2010 Bicycle Master Plan (BMP) and Ordinance #95-599, which created and
defined the roles and responsibilities of the BAC. The report is an outline of the issues
addressed by the BAC during the past year. The report is for information only, no action is
required.
COMMITTEE/COMMISSION ACTION:
The BAC developed the annual status report.
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
The BMP was jointly prepared by City and County staff, with the assistance of the Bicycle
Task Force (BTF) appointed by the City Council and the County Board of Supervisors.
The City Council approved the 2010 BMP on April 11, 1995. Included in the approval was the
requirement that the City and County of Sacramento appoint and staff a Bicycle Advisory
Committee. Twelve members were appointed, six by the City Council and six by the,County
Board of Supervisors. The Committee has been meeting since May 1996 and currently meets
monthly. Staff support to the BAC is shared by the City and County of Sacramento Public
Works agencies.
According to the 2010 BMP, the purpose of the BAC is as follows:
Ensure that the,2010 BMP is implemented and updated to reflect current needs.
Recommend policies and provide advice to local jurisdictions regarding bicycling issues;
and
Pursue the implementation of programs that will implement the goals of the BMP.
The BAC also provides a forum for the review of proposed developments, land use plans, and
specific bicycle projects and programs.
BAC Annual Report
The BAC's accomplishments during the past year are discussed in the first part of the
attached annual report (Attachment A). As has been included in previous Annual Reports, a
bikeway mileage summary (Attachment B) and a summary of the implementation of the BMP
(Attachment C) are also included. At the request of BAC, letters that they have prepared over
the past year are also included (Attachment D), along with countywide maps of car bike
collision reports for the last two years (Attachment E).
FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS:
The BAC serves on a volunteer basis, without City compensation. The committee does not
have a budget allocated for its use.
The City's Alternate Modes Coordinator provides staff support to the BAC along with
responsibilities for Bicycle Coordination, Developer Trip Reduction, Pedestrian Activities, and
Transit Accessibility Improvements.
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS:
This status report is not considered a project as defined by Section 15378 of the California
Environmental Quality Act guidelines. The recommended action involves no physical construction
and has no potential to cause a significant impact to the environment.
POLICY CONSIDERATIONS:
This report is a report back. No policy considerations are included.
ESBD CONSIDERATIONS:
No impact. No goods or services are being purchased.

Respectfully submitted:

^-^Francesca Lee Halbakken
Project Delivery Manager
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T o m a V. ee

City Manager

Deputy Cify Manager
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ATTACHMENT A

2002 Annual Report - Sacramento City/County Bikeway Master Plan
Sacramento is almost midway on the timeline from master plan adoption
(1995) to achievement of goals (2010-2015). While new bike lanes and
trails are being added to developing areas in the city and county, overall
implementation of bicycle facilities called for in the master plan is still
behind. Both city and county staff continue to successfully implement the
master plan activities under the advisement of The Sacramento City/County
Bicycle Advisory Committee (SacBAC).
2002 Accomplishments
The City of Sacramento
- Completed updates to Master Plan maps for adoption in developing areas
(including Natomas, the south area, Broadway @ Stockton, etc.) to improve
connectivity and bring it into compliance with state law so the city and
county qualify for state Bicycle Transportation Account grant funding. The
revised Master Plan is under review for environmental impacts before it is
considered by the City Council.
- Developed proposed revision of street standards to improve pedestrian and
bicycle safety as well as beautify residential streets.
- Proposed bicycle facilities options for the Sacramento Riverfront Master
Plan
The following projects are scheduled for construction this year:
• The initial leg of the Ninos Parkway (due to partial funding)
• A $434,899 grant from the Caltrans Bicycle Transportation Account
will be used to convert the R Street railroad bridge over Interstate 5
between 2nd and Front streets into a bicycle and pedestrian crossing
to better connect downtown to the waterfront.
Sacramento County
In recognition of the growing workload, Elizabeth Bigley was hired as an
assistant engineer.
The remodeled Watt Avenue Bridge over the American River was
officially dedicated in September. The remodeled bridge features vastly
improved access to the American River Parkway bike trail and wider
sidewalks, with solid barriers, to accommodate cyclists and pedestrians.

V

SacBAC representatives participated in several community efforts to
improve bicycle access and safety, including:
• South Watt Area Transportation Study (SWATS)
A major accomplishment was approval ( for Caltrans consideration) of an
innovative separate bike/ pedestrian passage design for the freeway
interchange at Highway 50 and Watt Avenue. The interchange is part of the
SWATS, which looked at ways to reduce traffic congestion on Watt Avenue
from La Riviera Drive south to Keifer Boulevard.
• Hazel Avenue Widening Study
The study area is Hazel Avenue from Madison Avenue to Highway 50. The
intent of the project is to provide multimodal improvements, safety and
accessibility improvements.
American River Parkway
In Lober 2001, 17.6 miles of the 23 miles of trail under county jurisdiction
between Discovery Park and Hazel Avenue was resurfaced with rubberized
asphalt. The repairs and overlay represented the first comprehensive
resurfacing of the trail since its inception. In December 2001, the Lower
American River Corridor Management Plan was endorsed by the
participating agencies after a two-year process. This plan, a non-binding
agreement between agencies with juri sdiction in the Parkway, provides a
technical foundation for the update of the Parkway Master Plan (ongoing).
SacBAC has been working with the county Department of Parks, Recreation
and Open Space on appropriate directional signing on the bike trail.
Directional signage is also being developed for the bicycle over crossing
of Highway 50 at Aerojet Road, the Sunrise Corridor Bikeway under
Highway 50 and the over crossings of Highway 50 at Manlove and White
Rock Road.
• Dry Creek Parkway
The Dry Creek Parkway Recreation Master Plan is now under environmental
impact review. A paved bike/ pedestrian trail will extend from the
Sacramento Northern Bike Trail to the north county limits at Gibson Ranch.
Later on additional recreational trails will be added. Separate unpaved
equestrian trails are also included.
Sacramento Regional Transit (RT) officially adopted SacBAC as its
advisory board on bicycle-related issues.
SacBAC has been advising RT staff for safe and convenient access from
local bikeways to new station facilities at Sunrise, Hazel, and White Rock
along the Folsom line extension. Some general discussion of bicycle
facilities along the new south line was also initiated.

Is:-

In May 2002, RT lifted peak hour restrictions for bicycles on light rail and
expanded the maximum number of bikes allowed on each light rail car from
two to four. The exception is the first car since the front is reserved for
passengers with disabilities.
Effective February 2003, RT doubled from two to four the number of
bicyclists allowed on its one-car light rail trains that run at night and on
weekends. Bicyclists must ride at the rear of the car since the front is
reserved for passengers with disabilities.
Effective May 2003, the restriction on the number of bicycles allowed on
board a bus or a light rail car will not apply if the vehicle is the last bus or
car operated on a route for that day so no passengers are left stranded.
The Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality Management District in
collaboration with the city and county established an online bikeway map of
the Sacramento area at Bikewaymap.com.
Challenges
Freeway on and off ramps and crossings continue to focus exclusively
on improving car and truck circulation to the detriment of both
bicyclists and pedestrian's safety. This neglect of proactive coordination
could easily become a legal liability for CalTrans, the County and City.
Recent additional hazards created by freeway development include:
- Interstate 5 interchange at Arena Blvd.
This new overpass was approved without safe and convenient facilities for
bikes or pedestrians. City officials touted this project as a connection
between new neighborhoods now separated by the freeway in North
Natomas. In reality, this interchange will provide access to motorists and
serve as a safety hazard and barrier to bicyclists and pedestrians.
- Interstate 80 interchanges at Truxel, Greenback and Madison; all have
recent overpass expansions to 6 lanes with dual lane on ramps. Bike lanes
disappear as you enter the CalTrans right of way. Cars dart by at speeds
over 40 mph. This is extremely dangerous for any soul foolish or courageous
enough to continue across uncontrolled traffic lanes on what is officially
designated in our master plan as a bikeway!
The bike/ pedestrian over crossing of Interstate 80 at Myrtle Avenue was
also postponed.
The bike trail between Haggin Oaks Golf Courses would have provided a
valuable safe route across Interstate 80 (through the light rail station).

Despite being the No. 1 ranked bicycle project in the city of Sacramento,
the City Council voted to suspend this project indefinitely after complaints
by some golfers and Haggin Oaks staff.
The slow but continuing Central City Two Way Conversion process
offers opportunities to improve bike access to the critical downtown area.
New bike facilities on some one-way streets are also being considered.
Bicycling in the downtown core remains very hazardous, however.
California State University, Sacramento does not want to consider or
respond to the advice of SacBAC.
Other continuing challenges include:
- Seventh Street Tunnel bike and pedestrian access
- Two-river project at Richards and Highway 160
- Freeport Blvd.
- Elkhorn loss of facilities between Don Julio and Watt
(See letter to Supervisors 11-02 in appendix)
- Sunrise Douglas Community Plan/ SunRidge Specific Plan
A development the size of the city of Roseville was approved without plans
to provide needed regional Bike/ Pedestrian connections.
- Transportation Programming Guide
- The updated master plan meets funding requirements but a continued and
enhanced focus on timely applications to appropriate sources is needed.
Recommendations
1. Activate a SacBAC Safety Committee to stimulate interagency
collaboration and a Public Awareness campaign. Review status and support
police dept. helmet safety program.
2. Pursue contacts, discussions and collaboration with CalTrans for
improved Bike and Pedestrian facilities through freeways and interchanges.

3. Continue working with Regional Transit to ensure the new light rail
stations are bicycle friendly and that secure bicycle parking facilities are
available. Also continue to allow increased number of bicyclists to access
trains and busses.
4. Develop Ueda Parkway plans (phase 1-2) to coordinate with Dry Creek
Parkway.
5. Coordinate City (at Haggin Oaks Golf), County and McCllen Park
Bikeway plans for regional connectivity.
6. The City should consider near term Bike/Ped restriping options on the
Tower Bridge as well as designs for the long-term historical environmental
process.
7. Continue progress on improving access to downtown Sacramento, and
work expeditiously to also establish safe bikeways in the downtown core.
8. Plan to incorporate new polices into an update of the Bicycle Master
Plan.
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Year

N

2010 BMP

City Miles
On Street
357

Up to 1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000

120.72
2.98
7.11
0
4.93
4.55

38.27
0.51
0
0.24
0.5
2.2

158.99
3.49
7.11
0.24
5.43
6.75

Current

140.29

41.72

182.01

Remaining 1

216.70

65.2811 281.98

Total
Off Street
107

464

Conclusion: Progress is being made to
date. Need to construct 17 miles of bikeways
per year to keep up with planned facilities.
New parks, roads and streets not in the
Master Plan would also need to be built.
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ATTACHMENT C

Goal: Institutionalize bicycling as a part of a balanced transportation
system.
Coordination objective
Tasks
1 Review the design of bikeways that
provide a connection between different
local jurisdictions in order to ensure
they are developed in a compatible
manner.

Responsibilitv Due Date Status
Public Works Ongoing
Started
Staff

2 Provide other jurisdictions and
governmental agencies the opportunity
to review and comment on
development projects that incorporate
bikeways which connect with their
systems including parking facilities.

Public Works Ongoing
and Planning
Staff

Started

3 Ensure that bikeways are contiguous
between jurisdictions when developed
along drainage areas

Public Works, Ongoing
Parks Staff,
Utilities Staff
and SAFCA
Staff

Started

4 Annually provide SacBAC with status
of coordination on interjuristictional
bicycle issues.

Public Works Ongoing
Staff, SACOG
Staff

Started,
needs
improvement

Design Objective
Tasks
5 Ensure that street standards include
pavement width is sufficient for
bicyclists.

Responsibility Due Date Status
City Public
Jun-1997 Complete
Works Staff;
County Public
Works Staff

6 Provide adequate signing, and other
traffic control measures in all bikeway
design plans to insure a reasonable
high level of safety for the bicyclist and
motorist.

Public Works Ongoing
Staff

7 Review the entire completed bikeway
system and then modify it to meet
current design standards during the
first two fiscal years after the bikeway
master plan is adopted.

Public Works Dec-2003 Revising
Staff
Schedule

Started
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Tasks
8 Review all new bikeway plans prior to
construction for compliance with
current design standards.

Responsibilitv Due Date Status
Public Works Ongoing
Started
and Planning
Staff

9 Review new residential; nonresidential;
recreational projects; and regional
transit plans to assure that
adequate/secure parking facilities and
other bicycling amenities are available.

Public Works Ongoing
and Planning
Staff

Started

Public Works Ongoing
and Planning
Staff and
SACOG
Public Works Ongoing
and Parks
Staff

Started,
Behind
Schedule

10 Study the creation of a network of
bicycle freeways (paths and
boulevards).
11 Bicycle trail corridors shall be fenced at
the time the project is developed when
necessary to prevent trespassing and
to protect adjacent property.

Started

12 Review and update parking and
shower/locker ordinances.

Public Works City Corn- County
and Planning pleted
Not
Staff
Sept. 2002 Started

13 Design on-street and off-street parking
facilities for maximum security and,
when possible, protection from the
elements.

Public Works Ongoing
and Planning
Staff

14 Design secure bicycle storage which
complies with the Class I, Il,and III
facilities -- e.g., Adopt updated
standards for bike racks and lockers.

Public Works May-2004 Not
and Planning
Started
Staff

15 Provide appropriate bicycle signing for
parking and storage facilities.

Public Works May-2004 Not
and Planning
Started
Staff
Public Works Ongoing
Started
and Planning
Staff,

16 Improve and expand existing parking
and storage facilities.

Started

Implementation Obiective:
Tasks
17 Actively support legislation which will
promote the policies of this plan.
18 Require future developments to
conform to the Bikeway Master Plan.

Responsibility Due Date Status
SacBAC,
Ongoing
Started
Board and
Council
Board and
Ongoing
Started
Council
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Tasks
19 Develop new financing mechanisms to
construct and maintain bikeways.

Responsibility Due Date Status
Co. Exec. and Ongoing
Started
City Mgr. Staff

20 Promote bicycling as a feasible
transportation alternative which
conserves energy; improves air quality;
reduces traffic congestion; and
improves public health.

Board and
Council

21 At the time of new street construction;
pavement overlays; or seal coat
operations; all bikeways within the
project limits as detailed in this master
plan shall be implemented.

Public Works Ongoing
Staff

Ongoing

Started,
Needs
Improvement

Started

Program Obiective
Tasks
22 Require the dedication of trail corridors
and street rights-of-way as property is
reviewed and approved for
development.

Responsibility Due Date Status
Public Works Ongoing
Started
and Planning
Staff

23 Provide incentives to developers at the
time of plan submission which would
encourage the dedication and
development of bikeway corridors with
proposed subdivision or commercial
plans.

^Iis^AEerIFS Jul-1998
and Planning
Staff

Started,
Needs
Improvement

24 Review State legislative proposals as
to their impact on existing and future
bikeway program.

Public Works Ongoing
and Planning
Staff

Started,
Needs
improvement

25 Require that environmental impact
reports and statements address
bicycling and the corresponding air
quality benefits.

Environmental Staff

Ongoing

Started

26 Annually provide SacBAC with
progress on coordination, design and
implementation of the above (Tasks
5-25).

City and
County Staff

Ongoing

Started,
Behind
Schedule
Needs
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Goal: Reduce by 10% the number of bicyclists killed or iniured in traffic
Safety and Security Objective

Tasks
27 Design bikeways to provide safe and
convenient access between the origin
and destination points.

Responsibility Due Date Status
Public Works Ongoing
Started
and Planning
Staff

28 Design safe linkages between
bikeways and street crossings.

Public Works Ongoing
and Planning
Staff

Started

Public Works Ongoing
and Planning
Staff
Public Works Ongoing
and Planning
Staff
Public Works Ongoing
and Planning
Staff

Started

Bicycle Safety Plan (BSP)
The major components of a
countywide BSP are to make bicycle
use for all age groups as safe as that
for motor vehicles at least on a time-ofexposure basis; and to increase the
usage of bicycles as a viable alternate
form of transportation."
29 Data gathering

30 Evaluation

31 Attitude Surveys

BSP Engineering
32 The Bicycle Safe Concept
encompasses (a) smooth hazard free
riding surfaces; (b) special provisions
for bicyclists at intersections and
squeeze points; (c) integration of
bicycle traffic mid-block.
BSP Equipment
33 Bicycles that meet safety standards.
34 Bicycle lights
35 Helmets
36 Conspicuity

Behind
Schedule
Behind
Schedule

Public Works Apr-1997
Staff

Completed

Police and
Sheriff
Police and
Sheriff
Police and
Sheriff
Police and
Sheriff

Not
Started
Not
Started
Started,
Needs
Not
Started

Apr-1999
Apr-1999
Apr-1999
Apr-1999
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Education Objective
Note: City/County Resolution may be
required requesting these other
governments who are not signatories
to the 2010 BMP to recognize and
accept SacBAC's advice.
Tasks
37 Within two years after adoption of the
bikeway master plan an educational
program should be implemented.
38

Responsibility Due Date Status
City and
Ongoing
Started,
County Staff
needs
improvement
N/A
N/A
N/A

nrnnramc•^ law i enforcement
rlcnar4menM•
^ and other public service

pFogFaFns.

N/A

N/A

N/A

40 That the Sacramento school districts
work with SacBAC and involved
agencies to introduce a basic safety
course for children under nine years of
age using adequately trained
instructors.

Education
Staff

Apr-1998

Not
Started

41 That the Sacramento school districts
work with SacBAC and involved
agencies including the Safety Center to
introduce bicycle education as a part of
the elementary school curriculum for
grades K through 7.

Education
Staff

Apr-1998

Not
Started

42 The Sacramento school districts work
with the BAC and involved agencies to
introduce in-class bicycle education
into existing junior high and high school
courses including driver education
classes.
43

Education
Staff

Apr-1998

Not
Started

N/A

N/A

N/A

39
nnh^^ro
i
,^ This
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retailers.
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Tasks
44 That education providers including the
community colleges and CSUS should
be encouraged to expand their present
bicycle education program to include
adult "effective cycling" courses at local
community centers and campuses.

Responsibility Due Date Status
Education
Apr-1998 Not
Staff
Started

45 Tha;ta "

N/A

N/A

N/A

46

State of Calif. N/A
DMV

N/A

47 Introduce a county-wide "Share the
Road" media campaign. Promotional
material in this campaign should
include posters; bumper stickers; TV
and radio public service
announcements; bicycle path/route
maps; bike water bottles; etc.

City and
County Staff
with SacBAC

48 Implement a county-wide helmet
campaign to reduce cyclists injuries
which may be conducted by public
service organizations and include
helmet vouchers and rebates from
manufacturers.

Law
Ongoing
Enforcement,
Health Dept.,
Education
Staff

Started

49 In conjunction with the new California
Motorcycle Mandatory Helmet Law
future legislation be advocated to
mandate helmet use by bicyclists

Staff

Not
Started

noaror!

" bFGGhUF8

towards motorists

be marlo

me-to-Fist on the roadway.

May-2004 ReStarted

Jul-2010
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Enforcement Objective
Tasks
50 Explore how additional police
protection and enforcement of traffic
laws can be provided (see
enforcement section below).

Responsibility Due Date Status
Police and
Jan-1998 Not
Sheriff
Started

51 Enforcement Program Team: A select
group of supervisory or program level
officers throughout the County should
meet on a regular basis at the program
start up and at least once per quarter
thereafter.

Police and
Sheriff

Jan-1996

Not
Started

52 Community Network: An outside
advisory group separate from SacBAC
should be formed and consist of at the
minimum: bicyclists; members of the
local safety committees; parent groups;
educators; neighborhood watch
groups; and the local media.

Police and
Sheriff

Jan-1996

Not
Started,
Needs
Improvement

53 Public Awareness: Schools; TV; radio;
and the print media should be made
aware of any special programming to
take place with bicycle law
enforcement. A 60-90 day public
awareness campaign focusing on
schools; special events; bicycle shops;
the bike trail; and other public places
should precede any increased bicycle
law enforcement efforts.

Police and
Sheriff

Mar-1998

Not
Started

54 Warning Period

Police and
Sheriff
Police and
Sheriff
Police and
Sheriff
Police and
Sheriff
Police and
Sheriff

Mar-1998

Not
Started
Not
Started
Not
Started
Not
Started
Not
Started

55 Heavy Initial Ticketing
56 Selected Enforcement
57 Bicycle Offense Report
58 The Council/Board should staff local
law enforcement agencies to make a
major commitment to bicycling
enforcement. Once the commitment is
made, SacBAC requests oversight of
the planning and implementation of the
enforcement activities.

Mar-1998
Mar-1998
Mar-1998
Quarterly
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Goal: Increase bicycle trips from 3% to 10% of all trips by 2010.
Plan and construct and maintain needed facilities
Tasks
59 Add or delete bikeways from the 2010
BMP.

Responsibility Due Date Status
SacBAC
Ongoing Started
recom. to
Board and
Council

60 Adopt standardized criteria for ranking
bicycle projects (bikeways and
parking).

Public Works Jul-1997
Staff

Complete

61 Expand bicycle count programs to
establish actual measurements of
bicycle travel in Sacramento
City/County.

Public Works Ongoing
Staff

Started,
needs
improvement

62 Provide SacBAC progress reports on
construction of bikeways in the BMP
(miles built and underway).

Public Works Annual
Staff

On
Schedule

Public participation
Tasks
63 Issue press releases to media and
bicycle organizations.

Responsibility Due Date Status
Staff
Ongoing
Started

64 Add SacBAC to City/County web
pages.

Staff

Dec. 2003 Revised
Schedule

Promotion
Tasks
65 Study feasibility of Family Bike Day-Bike Everywhere Day.

Responsibility Due Date Status
SacBAC
Apr-1998 ComSubcom.
pleted

66 Develop bicycle information including
bike maps.

SMAQMD and Aug-2001
SACOG Staff

Online

Maintenance obiective
Tasks
67 Identify methods to finance an
adequate bikeway maintenance
program to include bicycle parking,
storage and shower facilities.

Responsibility Due Date Status
Public Works Ongoing Started
and Parks
Staff

68 Promote and fund an effective
maintenance program for bikeways
and related facilities.

Public Works Ongoing
and Planning
Staff

Started
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Tasks
69 Establish a bikeways maintenance line
item in the City and County budgets for
the Public Works and Parks
Departments.

Responsibility Due Date Status
Public Works Ongoing Started
and Parks
Staff

70 A bikeway sweeping schedule shall be
of a frequency which will provide a
clean riding surface.

Public Works As
Staff
Required

Started,
Needs
Improve-

71 Roadside vegetation shall be trimmed
at a frequency which will yield
unobstructed bikeways.

Public Works As
Staff
Required

72 Coordinate utilities to minimize
pavement cuts after repaving of
bikeways

Started,
Needs
Improvement
Started

Public Works City
Staff
Ord.Complete July
1997
Public Works Ongoing Started
Staff

73 Create spot improvement program with
budget.
Registration
Tasks
74 The BAC should institute a permit
program that can be integrated into the
statewide program... Requiring bike
dealers to register bikes at the time of
sale is an alternative that should be
considered.

Responsibility Due Date Status
Staff to do
Apr-2010 Not
feasibility
Started
study

Goal: Make Sacramento a destination for recreational bicyclists.
Aesthetics Objective
Tasks
75 During review of development plans
recommend that scenic and open
space areas include bikeways.

Responsibility Due Date Status
Planning Staff Ongoing
Started

76 Assure that proposed bikeway plans
provide the most favorable and
impressive approach to special scenic
attractions.

Planning Staff Ongoing

Started

77 Assure that new bikeway plans provide
opportunities for bicyclists to
experience natural beauty and human
history.

Planning and
Parks Staff

Ongoing

Started

78 Provide SacBAC with progress on
implementing 2010 BMP Aethetics
Objective.

City and
County Staff

May-2004 Not
Started
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ATTACHMENT D

Letters from the Bicycle Advisory Committee

I

Sacramento City/County Bicycle Advisory Committee
April 2, 2002

Dear Mayor Fargo and Members of the City Council:
Re: Central City Two-Way Conversion Study
The Sacramento City/County Bicycle Advisory Committee (SacBAC) has
examined proposals for further study of options to convert one-way streets in the
Central City back to two-way streets. We want to express our appreciation to the
Council for supporting this concept. Two-way streets provide new and important
opportunities to enhance safety and access for bicyclists and pedestrians in the
Central City.
However, we are concerned about recommendations by the project consultant
and Technical Review Panel that further studies include no options for street
conversion in the central business district (CBD). For reasons discussed below,
we advise the Council to direct that further studies include the options that the
consultant says would require some intersections in the Central City to operate
at LOS F in 2025 (commonly referred to as the "orange" options).
Our concern is in part related to process. A series of 20 evaluation criteria have
been identified for project selection, including criteria to examine effects on
alternate modes, safety, neighborhoods and businesses. Yet the
recommendation expected to come before you April 16 considers only modeled
effects on traffic flow in the year 2025, and in some cases effects on light rail
operations. You will be asked to dismiss from further consideration projects that
may score well when other important criteria are considered. You will be asked
to put aside options that could in the near term enhance multimodal access to
downtown businesses and reduce the hazardous conditions currently
encountered by bicyclists and pedestrians to minimize potential motorist
inconvenience during peak hours 20 years hence. We believe doing so would
send the wrong message about Sacramento's commitments to revitalizing
downtown and building safe and livable neighborhoods.
The downtown core has an acute need for at least one north-south and at least
one east-west Class II bikeway. Cyclists currently have a choice of several very
good east-west bikeways in Midtown until they reach 16th Street, where they are
left to the mercy of three-lane expressways. From other directions the situation
is no better.

- more-

^

SacBAC - Page 2
Yet downtown Sacramento is the region's most important job center, cultural
destination and multimodal transportation hub. It is vitally important that
bicyclists be able not only to reach the edge of the CBD safely, but also to
navigate the streets (not sidewalks) within the CBD safely. Two-way streets with
bike lanes provide a much higher level of service in terms of real and perceived
safety for bicyclists than three-lane, one-way streets that force cyclists to choose
between competing with motorized traffic or leaving their bicycles at home and
driving. And even if the option(s) finally selected for funding with current dollars
are outside the downtown core, we should certainly avoid a ranking process for
this project that, as proposed, would ignore these needs and deliver the
message that bicyclists don't matter downtown.
As you have recognized in past decisions, downtown must be accessible via all
travel modes. SacBAC agrees that the key to a vital downtown is people on the
streets and sidewalks rather than buzzing past in cars. A mode shift toward
alternative transportation is properly part of our 20-year vision for the CBD -- but
we will only achieve that shift if we plan for it. Dismissing the "orange"
alternatives from further study causes us to ignore that vision and reduces the
potential for nonmotorized transportation to assume a larger share of mode split
to the benefit of economic development and even reduced traffic congestion and
air pollution. Indeed, a mode shift appears necessary to assure the chosen
options reduce pollutant emissions, a requirement for use of Congestion
Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement (CMAQ) funds. A decision to limit the
scope of further study has been proposed on the basis of modeled future traffic
impacts - regardless of other benefits - yet even the traffic analysis has not
adequately considered the potential and need for mode shifts to occur.
SacBAC encourages the Council to stick to its vision of a truly multimodal state
capital city as a shining example to the rest of California. We strongly encourage
you to include the "orange" options in the next stage of study for this important
project. Thank you for the continued opportunity to advise the Council on this
and other matters related to safe, direct and accessible bicycle transportation.

Sincerely,

1)^^
Myron H. °Skip°Amerine
Chair
Cc:

Ed Cox, City of Sacramento
Hector Barron, City of Sacramento
John Long, DKS Associates

5-14-02
To: California State University Sacramento
Management
Copy to; Ron Richardson, Facilities Management CSUS

From: The Sacramento City/ County Bicycle Advisory Committee (SacBAC)

A request for discussion on details of the CSUS Bikeway Master Plan.
SacBAC was happy to receive copies of the CSUS Bikeway Master Plan Final Report
for review at our Dec. 11, 2001 meeting.
We believe your goals #1, 2 & 3 (to provide a well-connected bikeway within CSUS) are
not achieved with your proposed bikeway system.
Our suggestions to provide connectivity and convenience are:
To add a bikeway on Sinclair Road through the center of campus from Guy
West Bridge (on the east) past the parking structure (on the west).
To add a bikeway from Sinclair Road (west of Eureka Hall) north through to
State University Drive.
And Retain existing bike storage on Sinclair Road.
We hope you will consider our suggestions as beneficial to your students and facility.

Sincerely,
Myron H. "Skip" Armerine
Chair SacBAC
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*SACRAMENTO CITY- COUNTY BICYCLE ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Nov. 19, 2002
Sacramento County Board of Supervisors
700 H St., Suite 2450
Sacramento CA 95814
Re: South Watt Area Transportation Study (SWATS)
Dear Supervisors:
The Sacramento City-County Bicycle Advisory Committee (SacBAC) members voted
unanimously November 12, 2002 to strongly support this project as currently designed
and phased, and to send you this letter to express our support of the Bicycle, Pedestrian
and ADA facilities proposed for the Hwy 50 and Watt Avenue interchange.
Over the last seven years the SacBAC has presented to its members by city and county
staff several freeway interchange projects and each one to date has. not addressed the
needs, wants and safety of bicyclists and pedestrians. Each freeway interchange project
until now has increased vehicular traffic lanes and speeds at the expense of bicycle and
pedestrian safety, efficiency and convenience: And in most cases established barriers to
safe, direct, and convenient bicycle and pedestrian travel.
We find that the proposed Hwy 50 and Watt Avenue interchange design, as proposed in
the November 1, 2002 SWATS report [Options 1-3 on page 23 ("Alternative 1°-grade
separated bicycle and pedestrian facilities in both directions through the interchange in
Appendix "H" third page)] is an ingenious design that meets all transportation mode
needs. This proposed interchange design is innovative and outstanding in its
applicability, not only to the Watt Avenue and Hwy 50 interchange, but to other
interchanges as well. While not all existing or new interchanges will accommodate this
design, it will be a good option for those that it does. We recommend that the
interchange project be given the fast track for funding and construction for completion by
2005/6.
Without the proposed bicycle /pedestrian facilities this project would eliminate bike lane
and sidewalk safety in this section of the project area. Without grade separated facilities
pedestrians and cyclists would be exposed to crossing high speed multiple on and off
lanes. Additionally, the excellent new bicycle and pedestrian facilities now in use on Watt
Avenue from Fair Oaks Blvd. to La Riviera Drive, including the American River Bridge,
would terminate at Hwy 50. The Watt Avenue routes will also serve as a direct and
convenient link for all who wish to travel to and from the Folsom/Watt light rail station.
These new proposed interchange facilities would provide ever-safer travel for all users of
the Watt Avenue corridor.
The SacBAC strongly recommends that the Board of Supervisors support the SWATS
design for bilaterally symmetrical grade separated bicycle and pedestrian and ADA
facilities through the Watt Avenue and Hwy 50 Interchange thereby providing for safe,
direct, efficient and convenient travel for all modes of transportation.
Sincerely,

Myron H. "Skip" Amerine, Chair
__.
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Route 50/WattAvenue Improvements:
The Watt Avenue Overcrossing and Interchange at Route 50 has several operational
deficiencies for motorized vehicles, as well as pedestrians and bicycles. Currently, the
interchange is an L-10 four quadrant cloverleaf interchange with collector-distributor ramps
adjacent and parallel to Route 50. There are weaving sections between the ramps, which
become congested during peak hours, leading to queues throughout the interchange, and
backing up to Route 50. Additionally, the uncontrolled ramp entry/exit movements on Watt
Avenue are very unfriendly to bicyclists attempting to use Watt Avenue. There are no
continuous sidewalks in the overcrossing/interchange area.

The following paragraphs briefly describe proposed improvements, but at this time they are
only design refinements for consideration, not specific, distinct design alternatives.
6.1 Interchange Improvements:
It is proposed to convert the existing clover-leaf (L-10) interchange to a partial cloverleaf
interchange (L-9) similar to the recent project at U.S. 50/Sunrise Boulevard, with
improvements including the following:

- El inination of the two loop exit ramps
- Realignment and widening of the two diagonal off-ramps to accommodate additional
traffic diverted from the exit loop ramps

- Installation of two coordinated traffic signals, one at each ramp terminal
- Realignment and widening of the loop entrance ramps, including "pinching" of the
entrance for slower ramp entrance speed, improving bike/ped crossing
- Installation of EB ramp metering
- Inside widening (median decking) of the existing Watt Avenue overcrossing
- Restriping to allow three through lanes in each direction on Watt Avenue
- Provide bicycle/pedestrian improvements (See Section 6.2)
- Integration of transit through the interchange area (near term bus transit priority at a
minimum, with consideration of a dedicated transit-way in the median)
These improvements would not preclude the future development of HOV drop down ramps in
the median of U.S. 50 and to the greatest extent possible, minimize the amount of rework if the
HOV ramps are constructed. Refer to Appendix H for a plan of the improvements to the

interchange
^) 6.2 Improved PedestrianBike access across Route 50

As indicated above, existing access for pedestrians and bicycles through the interchange area is
poor. There is a lack of proper signing and no contiguous sidewalks or bicycle lanes. As part of
the interchange improvements, it is recommended to improve pedestrian and bicycle
circulation. See Appendix H for preliminary layouts of the proposed pedestrian and bicycle
improvements. Three options -are described as follows:
•

Option 1- Provide continuous sidewalks and bike lanes on both sides of Watt Avenue.

SWATS Project Master Plan
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Option 2 - Provide a dedicated Class 1 bicycle/pedestrian pathway on each side of Watt
Avenue including undercrossings at each of the six interchange ramps, as shown in the
enclosed drawings. On-street bike lanes as described in Option I might also be
provided in this option.
• Option 3 - All of the improvements described in Option 1 and reconstruct or modify the
Manlove pedestrian overcrossing (POC) east of the interchange. Improvements would
reduce the grade and curvature of the approaches to the overcrossing to conform with
ADA guidelines and improve bicycle operations and safety.

SWATS Project Master Plan
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SA CRAMENTO CITY-COUNTY BICYCLE ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Nov. 17, 2002
Sacramento County Board of Supervisors
700 H St., Suite 2450
Sacramento CA 95814
Re: Elkhorn Boulevard Road Improvement Project

Dear Supervisors:
The Sacramento City-County Bicycle Advisory Committee (SacBAC) wants to
make sure you are fully aware of the negative consequences to bicyclists of the
proposed Elkhorn Boulevard Road Improvement Project being recommended by
your Department of Transportation staff. This project would result in the removal
of existing Class 2 bicycle lanes and require bicyclists to use several
discontinuous frontage roads.
SacBAC members voted to strongly oppose this project as currently designed,
and to send you this letter to express concern that the transportation staff is
supporting this project at the expense of bicycle safety, efficiency and
convenience.
We respectfully request that you schedule a discussion on this proposed project
as soon as possible to clarify whether the Board of Supervisors supports
removing existing bicycle facilities to accommodate additional traffic lanes.
Elkhorn Boulevard is designated as a thoroughfare (six lanes of traffic) in the
General Plan. The proposed widening project is being triggered by the
construction of the Sacramento Regional County Sanitation District's sewer
interceptor, not traffic counts. The 2002 traffic count for Elkhorn Boulevard at
Thomas Drive is 23,203 vehicles per day, which puts it at level of service "C."
This stretch of Elkhorn Boulevard, which is designated as a bike route in the
City-County Bicycle Master Plan, has Class 2 bike lanes in the project area.
This project would eliminate Class 2 bike lanes along some sections of Elkhorn
Boulevard, forcing bicyclists to use several discontinuous frontage roads. This
design would create additional intersections, stops, and left and right hand turns
for bicyclists, making travel along this corridor inconvenient and less safe.

-more-
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You recently had the opportunity to hear a presentation by Dan Burden, a
national expert on bicycle- and pedestrian-friendly communities. To reiterate Mr.
Burden's advice regarding how communities can accommodate, support and
encourage bicyclists: Bicyclists want facilities that are convenient, efficient and
safe and make them feel welcome.
By eliminating Class 2 bike lanes on Elkhorn Boulevard, you would be ignoring
this advice and sending a clear message that the county is willing to eliminate
bicycle facilities for the sole purpose of accommodating projected future traffic
counts:
SacBAC also understands that North Highlands will be undergoing a community
planning effort in the near future. Shouldn't the community fully understand the
implications of widening Elkhorn Boulevard based on projected future traffic
counts?
Another issue to consider, especially given the ongoing efforts of the
Sacramento County Transportation and Air Quality Collaborative: Should
thoroughfares be widened to six lanes before the county has explored options to
provide motorists with alternatives? What is Sacramento County's policy?

Sincerely,
^___^ ^ C-Q"^
•
Myron H. "Skip" Amerine
Chair

cc

Bob Ireland, Sacramento County Alternative Modes Coordinator
Ed Cox, City of Sacramento Alternative Modes Coordinator

SACRAMENTO CITY-COUNTY BICYCLE ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Feb. 23, 20
Iila Collin, Chair
Sacramento County Board of Supervisors
700 H St., Suite 2450
Sacramento CA 95814
Re: Elkhorn Boulevard Road Improvement Project
Dear Supervisor Collin:
On Nov. 17, all Sacramento County supervisors were provided with the attached
letter from the Sacramento City-County Bicycle Advisory Committee (SacBAC),
which wanted to bring to the board's attention the negative consequences to
bicyclists of the proposed Elkhorn Boulevard Road Improvement Project being
recommended by your Department of Transportation staff.
This project would result in the removal of existing Class 2 bicycle lanes and
require bicyclists to use several discontinuous frontage roads.
To date, SacBAC has received no response from the board.
As chair, we request that you please schedule a discussion on this proposed
project as soon as possible to clarify whether the Board of Supervisors' policy is
to remove existing bicycle facilities to accommodate additional traffic lanes at the
expense of bicycle safety and convenience.
Please contact Bob Ireland, the county's alternative modes coordinator and
SacBAC staff, at 874-6743 to schedule this discussion before the Board of
Supervisors as soon as possible.
Thank you for your support for bicycle facilities and we look forward to a
meaningful discussion on this crucial policy issue.

Sincerely,

Myron F-f. "Skip" Amerine
Chair
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